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ANNUAL REVIEW
Program Year
July 2 0 1 3 - J u n e 2014

Excellence in Cultural Diplomacy
Three exemplary
cultural diplomats
were
recognized at the annual awards ceremony of the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA).
We were deeply touched to learn that ECA plans
to name each of eight new conference rooms for
an outstanding servant in the histoiy of American
cultural diplomacy—and the name of Lois W Roth
will stand alongside those of Fulbright, Edward
R. Murrow, Carl T. Rowan and Barbara Tuchman!
Lois Roth Award. Foreign Service Officer Sherry
Keneson-Hall won this year's award for her work
in the Czech Republic. Her approach connects
an astounding range of people and venues: from
Pilsen to Prague, from a police force to the
Republic's most famous artist, with visitors from
Bill Murray to Wes Anderson, and from those
seeking contact with America in person to those
who live online. A long list of accomplishments
conveys her exceptionally creative, bold,
accessible and energetic approach to cultural and
educational exchange.
Gill Jacot-Guillarmod Award. In its second
year, this award, recognizing the contributions
of a Foreign Service National employee, went
to Dominique Benbrahim for her work at the
US Embassy in Rabat, Morocco since 1983.
Over the years, she has initiated and facilitated
many programs, including several on women and
technology, the national tour of a theater troupe
addressing corruption, and the creation of the
Moroccan-American Friendship Foundation, a
nation-wide association of exchange program
alumni, to help them maintain contact with the
U.S. and each other after their return.
Ilchman-Richardson Award. Named for two
great leaders of ECA, this award for U.S.-based
staff went to Michael Weider for his 27 years of

dedication to the goals of US cultural diplomacy.
The grants process he oversees—as Division
Chief of the Program Management Branch in the
Executive Office of ECA/IIP—is the engine that
powers ECA work and programs. He is honored
for his intense commitment to the ECA mission,
his mastery of complex management processes
and his devotion to serving and helping his
colleagues.

Awards for Literary Translation
Dyankov Prize. Named for Krustan Dyankov,
pioneer translator of US literature into Bulgarian,
this award is managed by the Kostova Foundation
in Sofia and also supported by the America for
Bulgaria Foundation. The first prize went to
Vladimir Molev for his translations of The Brief
Wonderful Life of Oscar Wao, by Junot Diaz,
and The Corrections, by Jonathan Franzen. The
second prize went to Nevena Dichlieva-Krysteva
for her translation of The Memory Artists, by
Jeffrey Moore.
MLA-Roth Award. With the Modern Language
Association, the Lois Roth Endowment awards
a biennial prize for literary translation into
English, attracting nominations from all
languages—so far Chinese, Russian, Arabic,
Japanese, Italian and German. The award went
to Royall Tyler (Australian National Univ.) for
his translation of The Tale of the Heike (Viking
2012). This year, the great number of remarkable
translations also led the jury to award an
unprecedented four Honorable Mentions! Please
see our website for details.
Persian Translation Prize. Since 2001, LRE
has helped the American Institute of Iranian
Studies promote English translation of classical
and contemporary Persian texts. This year, the

prize went to the accomplished poet Geoffrey
Squires for his volume Hafez: Translations
and Interpretations of the Ghazals (Miami
Univ. Press). In this volume Squires, who lived
in Iran for three years, captures the energy and
depth of the iconic poet Hafez in contemporary
English without archaisms or a predetermined
interpretation. It displays a supple and at times
even exhilarating handling of language and form.

award went to accomplished translator Patrick
Phillips, the director of Creative Writing at
Drew University, for research on a new English
translation of Knud Holmboe's memoir Orkenen
Brcender - The Burning Desert. This volume
recounts the journalist's drive across the Sahara
in 1930, during which he witnessed atrocities
against the Bedouin people and an attempted
genocide by the colonial Italian government.

Prix Coindreau. Our oldest translation prize,
named for celebrated translator Maurice-Edgar
Coindreau (1892-1990), honors excellent
translations of US literature into French. The
award went to Valerie Malfoy for her translation
of Anthony Doerr's award-winning story
collection, Memory Wall {he mur de memoire,
Albin Michel). Malfoy has translated about sixty
novels from English into French, in particular
for the Albin Michel publication series "Terres
d'Amerique." Prix Coindreau winners are selected
by a jury of French scholars and translators, and
the award is given at the prize ceremony of the
Societe des Gens de Lettres in the historic Hotel
de Massa in Paris.

Finland (Roth-Thomson Award). Winner
Christin Boggs (Rochester Inst, of Tech.) was
in Finland to document traditional and urban
food practices in Finnish gastronomic culture;
with her LRE award, she produced an exhibit
entitled "Viljella, a photographic exploration of
Helsinki garden, farm and foraging practices."
Karli Storm (IU Bloomington) was in Finland
undertaking doctoral research in a unique new
program on "Russia in Europe" at the University
of Eastern Finland; her LRE award allowed her to
present her research on national language policies
and political stability at international conferences
in Finland and Russia.

Country Project Support
Project Support awards are designed to
supplement existing grant funding and help
selected individuals enrich and expand their
proposed projects.
Australia. Though no candidate was presented
during 2013-14, we are pleased that discussions
with the Australian-American Fulbright
Commission have now laid the groundwork for
consistent collaboration moving forward.
Denmark. Administered in conjunction with
the American Scandinavian Foundation, the

New Zealand (Winks Award). New Zealander
Georgie Archibald has begun her two-year MA
program in English at the University of Colorado
at Boulder, where she plans to focus her research
on the effects of digital media on reading and
writing practices. Her award will help offset the
cost of books and software necessary for her
project.
Norway: LRE's award for work in Norway was
divided between two Fulbrighters. Journalist
Juliana Hanle (Yale) was in Norway documenting
the impact on indigenous communities of industry
in northern Norway; she used her award to travel
to the high arctic to report on local protests
against big mining interests. Bassoonist Brigid
Babbish took advantage of Norwegian orchestral
traditions to advance her skill and musicianship;

in preparation for recitals in Norway and the
U.S., she used her LRE award to have a balance
hanger made to accommodate the Norwegian
conservatory style of playing standing up.
Sweden (Roth-Thomson Award). Evelyn Ansel
worked at the Vasa Museum in Stockholm, where
she brought her unique skills in museum studies, art
conservation and boatbuilding to their collection
of 17th-century shipbuilding tools; with her
LRE award, she travelled to, photographed and
blogged about shipyards, mills and metal shops
elsewhere in Europe. Political scientist Jeffrey
Ziegler (Univ. Wisconsin-Madison), in Sweden
to study electoral and party finance reform, was
based at Umea University; he used his award to
travel to Stockholm to interview civil servants,
collect documents and attend conferences.

Co-Sponsored Programs
Fulbright Legacy Lectures. LRE helps honor the
life of Oxford alumnus J. William Fulbright as a
co-founder and supporter of these annual lectures
by prominent figures in international relations.
Economist Joseph E. Stiglitz (Columbia) gave
the fourth annual Fulbright Legacy Lecture
on "Causes and Consequences of Growing
Inequality - and what can be done about it" at
Pembroke College, Oxford, and Kings College
London. Exceptionally, the third lecture was
presented by another scholar; historian Emma
Rothschild (Harvard and Magdalene College,
Cambridge) spoke on the mid-twentieth century
history of internationalism at the University of
Edinburgh.
For this project, LRE partners with the US-UK
Fulbright Commission, the three universities,
Pembroke College (where Senator Fulbright
studied 1924-28), Oxford's Department of

Politics and International Relations, the Fulbright
Association, and private donors. Pembroke
has now completed its ambitious expansion—
including a residential suite reserved for Fulbright
professors, such as the one-semester visitor
planned for this year.
Henry and Judith Millon Award. This award
helped support the two-month residency of Lucia
Simonato (Asst. Prof, at the Scuola Normale
Superiore, Pisa) at the Center for Advanced
Study in the Visual Arts at the National Gallery
of Art. A Paul Mellon Visiting Senior Fellow at
the Gallery, she explored the Italian Architectural
Drawings Photograph Collection for her project
on Literary Description and Visual Experience
of the Vatican Palace in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries.
Sozopol Writers Seminar. In spring 2014, LRE
helped the Kostova Foundation bring authors
Matthew Kneale, Vladimir Zarev and Emil
Andreev to join Elizabeth Kostova in working
with an international group of young authors.
The seminar fosters sharing of their recent
work among fiction writers of Bulgarian and
English. Admission to the seminar has grown
very selective since it began in 2008, with over
thirty applicants now competing for each of ten
openings.

The Lois Roth Endowment relies entirely on
individual gifts to support projects like these.
Your generous contribution is greatly appreciated.
To arrange annual giving or a bequest, please
contact us at give@rothendowment.org or
202-810-3806.

